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NEWSLETTER

Letter from the Headteacher
This week, I attended the Independent Association
of Prep Schools (IAPS) annual conference in
Bournemouth, England.
I am sure you will appreciate how energising it was
to meet other Headteachers and hear speakers from
around the world after eighteen months of a largely
silo existence.
The title of the conference, ‘Emerging with
Ambition’, does not truly apply to BJAB: we have
never, even during the complete lockdown, lost our
ambition! However, as I said in my opening speeches
at the beginning of term, there is consensus that
the pandemic has changed education and myriad
opportunities and challenges await us. (Augmented
reality is on its way to BJAB!)
In my absence, Miss Cowx and Mr. Mitchell have
expertly overseen lovely work, a parents’ coffee
morning and, of course, the school photos. I am
grateful to all my colleagues who never fail in their
care of your children.

Top: Inspirational speaker, Diana Osagie,
challenging Mrs. White to be more
courageous in her leadership
.
Bottom: Mrs. White with Mr. Mark Potter,
Head of British School of Paris.

Library Visit
Pupils have been visiting the brand new library in
Prep and they enjoy some quiet down-time with their
favourite books.

EAL

French in Lower School

During project week each year group in EAL investigated
a country. Can you guess which countries we discovered?

European Day of Languages
At BJAB, we promote diversity and we encourage language
learning across the curriculum. Next week we will be
celebrating European Day of Languages which is marked
on 26th September every year. In MFL lessons, pupils will
We had a wonderful assembly last week highlighting have the opportunity to practise a range of languages and
“Rosh Hashanah”, the Jewish New Year. A great participate in taster sessions. Some students will watch a
presentation put together by Year 7. Assemblies include compilation of inspiring videos featuring BJAB staff and
the whole school via Zoom meetings. #digitalinnovation other European friends to express what language means
to the them.

Assembly

Pre-K & Kindergarten

Year 1

We had a fantastic time on blue day this week. The
children loved making their own playdough. They each
measured a scoop of flour, a scoop of salt and a scoop
of blue water and then mixed it well with a spoon. Next
came the fun part, they tipped it out and got their hands
into the lovely gooey mixture.
Another sensory activity on blue day was playing with
shaving foam and blue food colouring. They spent a long
time feeling the texture in their hands, spreading it around
and making waves for the blue sharks.
We cannot wait for our next colour day which will
be yellow!

This week in Year 1, we have been reading our class story
‘We’re Going on a Bear Hunt’. We read and acted out the
story, practised describing the bear and wrote a list of
things we would take on a bear hunt. In Mathematics, we
have been exploring our numbers to 10. We counted and
sorted objects from the classroom and carefully practised
forming numerals. In science we started our new topic all
about the human body.

Year 2

In English this week, Year 2 has enjoyed a fairy tale
adventure. We retold the story of Hansel and Gretel using

Reception

narrative language and role-playing, as well as asking well
thought out questions using different sentence starters
This week, we have celebrated the start of Autumn. during a ‘hot seat’ session.
We talked about what we might see and feel outside We are also learning how stop-frame animation works in
now that Autumn has arrived. In literacy, we have been computing and have created flip-book animations.
reading stories, discussing characters and settings, as
well as practising writing our names. We also enjoyed
a
variety
of games developing our
listening and
Investigating and identifying have been the themes
sound discrimination skills in preparation for our
running through the lessons in Year 3 this week. These
Phonics programme. During PE, the children had so
have included investigating language used in Fairy Tales,
much fun developing their spatial awareness skills by
identifying patterns in sequences of numbers and also
pretending to drive cars and in maths we have enjoyed
testing predictions linked to reaction times and the intake
singing number songs and taking part in number
of water.
recognition activities.  
Many children from other year groups have also stopped
Reminders:  
to read and enjoy the descriptive (and sometimes cryptic)
*Please can everyone bring a family photo to school? We quiz questions linked to Fairy Tale characters that Year 3
will be looking at/ talking about our family during PSED. has created.
*Please remember to send library books back on
library days, RB Monday and RD Tuesday.  
Electricity has been the focus of science this week in Year
4. We have been looking at different sources of electricity
and thinking carefully about whether they are renewable

Year 3

Year 4

Year 8

or not. With this is mind, we have also considered what
actions we can take in our daily lives to help to save
electricity in our homes and at school.
Year 8 has wasted no time in immersing themselves in
the curriculum this week. Whilst starting a full range
of topics ranging from photosynthesis and material
Year 5 has taken advantage of the beautiful weather and cycles to 18th century revolutions, students have also
carried out their drama lesson on the playground. We managed their time effectively to plan an assembly about
built on work from last week - emotions - and had to democracy. During this assembly, our house captains
re-enact an event to demonstrate the relevant emotions formally launched the house competitions and our Head
we may experience. The pupils then had to guess which Pupil delivered a well-composed speech to launch the
emotions their silent dramas were exhibiting.
election campaigns for the school and eco councils.

Year 5

Year 6

MFL

Year 6 started theatrical training this week with the
Cette semaine, les années 5s se sont bien amusés, nous
first drama lesson of the year. Working in groups, they
avons parlé des expressions françaises qui font références
developed responses to accepting and blocking when
aux animaux. Les années 7 ont étudié une pièce de théâtre
portraying the role of someone else.
et nous avons pratiqué notre lecture en jouant la pièce en
classe avec différentes voix et intonations.

Year 7

Year 7 has been learning about cells and were tasked with
making models of animal and plant cells. They showed
great creativity and innovation in constructing their
models at home and enjoyed sharing their work with the
rest of the class.

Around the School
Year 3 Fairytales

Reception learning about Wales & singing
time.

Year 1 - An American Road Trip

Year 7 & 8
during hockey
practice.

